1. This work grew from a study of the conditions under which a Gaussian stochastic process has a "smooth" local time for almost all sample functions [l]-[4]. It is shown here that the main calculation in our previous work involves a property of Gaussian processes which is of independent interest-local nondeterminism. Let X(t\ -oo < t < oo, be a Gaussian process with mean 0, and J an open interval on the t-axis. Suppose that
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for all s and t in J.
For arbitrary t x < • • • < t mi where tjeJ, form the ratio V m of the conditional to the unconditional variance : This is a local version of the classical notion of nondeterminism: it signifies that an observation is "relatively unpredictable" on the basis of a finite set of observations from the immediate past. We find conditions under which the members of certain classes of Gaussian processes are locally nondeterministic: for example, processes of multiplicity 1, processes with stationary increments, and others.
2. Local nondeterminism means that there is an unremovable element of "noise" in the local evolution of the sample function. We expect such a function to be "locally irregular". And so it is: We show that local nondeterminism is one of the two main sufficient conditions in our result on the existence and smoothness of the local time of the sample functions of a general Gaussian process. This, in turn, implies the local irregularity of the sample functions themselves (nowhere differentiability, nowhere Holder conditions of a given order, etc.
[4]).
Let X(t\ 0 ^ t ^ T, be a separable Gaussian process with Borel measurable sample functions. For every linear Borel set A, and 0 ^ t ^ % put
We say that the local time exists almost surely if, for almost every sample function, the measure v(-, t) is absolutely continuous with respect to Borel measure, for every t in [0, T]. The local time is then defined to be the Radon-Nikodym derivative and is denoted (/>(*, t). The stationary processes considered in [1] can be reduced to processes with stationary increments satisfying condition (I) above by considering the process X(t) -X(0) in place of X(t). Note that the only vestige of increment stationarity in the hypothesis of our theorem is the lower bound on the second moment in condition (III). Finally, we remark that condition (I) above is often no restriction on the process : If X satisfies (II) and (III), then the process X(t) -X(0) also satisfies (III), and will often satisfy (II).
The proof of this theorem is a synthesis of earlier proofs of the same result for stationary processes and processes with stationary increments. Here we show that stationarity is not really important in the proof. The details of the proof, as well as other results on local nondeterminism, will be published elsewhere.
